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A Carrot a Day: A Daily Dose of Recognition for Your EmployeesGibbs Smith, 2004
From the bestselling authors of The 24-Carrot Manager comes a manager's handbook on motivating employees through praise and recognition.   Employees fed a steady diet of carrots focus better on company goals. They spot new opportunities faster. They have longer employment life spans (translation: lower turnover). And they can lift companies higher...
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Anger Management For Dummies (Psychology & Self Help)For Dummies, 2006
If your anger, or that of a loved one, is out of control and threatening your life and livelihood, you need the calm, clear, and understanding help you’ll find in Anger Management For Dummies. This concise and practical guidebook shares specific anger management methods, skills, and exercises that will help you identify the sources...
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Design of Linear RF Outphasing Power AmplifiersArtech House Publishers, 2003
The wireless communications revolution has been driven by a confluence of technological advances, including improvements in communications theory, very large-scale integration (VLSI) technology, and radio frequency (RF) microelectronics. The microwave power amplifier represents one of the major factors in the low-cost and low-power implementation...
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Multi-Mode / Multi-Band RF Transceivers for Wireless Communications: Advanced Techniques, Architectures, and TrendsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Current and future mobile terminals become increasingly complex because they have

	to deal with a variety of frequency bands and communication standards. Achieving

	multi-band/multi-mode functionality is especially challenging for the radio frequency

	(RF)-transceiver section, due to limitations in terms of frequency-agile RF components...
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Joining and Assembly of Medical Materials and Devices (Woodhead Publishing Series in Biomaterials)Woodhead Publishing, 2013

	As medical devices become more intricate, with an increasing number of components made from a wide range of materials, it is important that they meet stringent requirements to ensure that they are safe to be implanted and will not be rejected by the human body. Joining and assembly of medical materials and devices provides a comprehensive...
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Don't Give Me That Attitude!: 24 Rude, Selfish, Insensitive Things Kids Do and How to Stop ThemJossey-Bass, 2004
Does Your Child Have Attitude?
	Does your kid never take no for an answer and demand things go his way?
	Do her theatrics leave you drained at the end of the day?
	Are you resorting to bribes and threats to get your kid to do chores?
	Does he cheat, complain, or blame others for his...
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Wi-Fi Home NetworkingMcGraw-Hill, 2003
 
 For many professionals, wireless home computer networking delivers the power of corporate technology — without the hassles of corporate living, and the mobile connectivity to all of the computers throughout your home (or backyard) — without rewiring. 

 That’s why if you plan to set up a wireless...
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Electromagnetic Simulation Using the FDTD MethodJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A straightforward, easy-to-read introduction to the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method


	Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) is one of the primary computational electrodynamics modeling techniques available. Since it is a time-domain method, FDTD solutions can cover a wide frequency range with a single simulation run...
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Stochastic Modeling and Analysis of Telecoms NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This book addresses the stochastic modeling of telecommunication networks, introducing the main mathematical tools for that purpose, such as Markov processes, real and spatial point processes and stochastic recursions, and presenting a wide list of results on stability, performances and comparison of systems.

	The authors propose a...
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RF Mems Circuit Design for Wireless CommunicationsArtech House Publishers, 2002
This book examines the recent progress made in the emerging field of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technology in the context of its imminent insertion and deployment in radio frequency (RF) and microwave wireless applications. In particular, as the potential of RF MEMS to enable the implementation of sophisticated, yet low-power, portable...
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IMS Multimedia Telephony over Cellular Systems: VoIP Evolution in a Converged Telecommunication WorldJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
IMS Multimedia Telephony service has been standardized in 3GPP as the replacement of the circuit switched telephony service in cellular networks. The multimedia telephony service consists of several service components such as voice, video and text. ‘IMS Multimedia Telephony over Cellular Systems’ provides a comprehensive overview of the...
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Newnes Engineering Science Pocket Book, Third Edition (Newnes Pocket Books)Newnes, 2001
Newnes Engineering Science Pocket Book is a uniquely versatile and practical tool for a wide range of engineers and students.  All the fundamentals of electrical and mechanical engineering science and physics are covered, with an emphasis on concise descriptions, key methods, clear diagrams, formulae and how to use them.  John Bird's presentations...
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